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Cucumber is one of the most
important vegetables consumed and it is included in all
kinds of salads. It is rich in
vitamins, calcium, carbohydrates, protein, fats, and
potassium. One of the most
important beneﬁts of cucumber is that it gives the body
energy and rids the body of
excess water.

Features
of the Cucumber
cultivation
project in greenhouses
Cultivation of cucumbers in greenhouses is one of the successful projects that have spread in the recent period, and
many people seek to implement it to beneﬁt from its proﬁts.
The project depends on cultivating
cucumbers in summer and winter
through greenhouses.
Cucumber is one of the most popular
types of vegetables in the market, so
there is no difﬁculty in marketing it.
The project capital cycle is fast and
achieves a lot of proﬁts and it does not
require great effort.
The success of this project depends on
productivity. The higher the productivity,
the greater the success of the project
and the higher its proﬁts.

Silwana within its agricultural projects for greenhouses adopts the production of organic cucumbers using the latest agricultural techniques to
increase the quality of production.

The Project Area
Silwana relies upon its farms to grow this type of agricultural crop due to
its importance, proﬁtability, and ease of sale. It allocated 165 greenhouses
equipped with the latest technologies for the production of organic cucumbers.

Marketing Strategy
Silwana has developed its marketing strategy by contracting with
major chains of stores and hypermarkets to supply crops to them
ﬁrst hand. This is to ensure proﬁts and not to stagnate or damage
crops.

Project in Numbers
Plant Capacity Per
Green House

6,700 plants

Plant productivity

6 kg

Price per Kg of
organic cucumbers

20 EGP

Total amount of production
per greenhouse of cucumber

804,000 EGP

Organic fertilization
for each green house

80,000 EGP

Number of workers per
30 greenhouses

8 workers and 1
agricultural engineer

Total number of
greenhouses for cucumber

165 greenhouses
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